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This journal is © The Royal Society of CIntriguing surface-extruded plastic flow of SiOx
amorphous nanowire as athermally induced by
electron beam irradiation
Xianfang Zhu,*ae Jiangbin Su,†ab Yan Wu,†ac Lianzhou Wangae and Zhanguo Wangd
Nanoinstability and nanoprocessing of a SiOx amorphous nanowire at room temperature as induced by in
situ electron beam irradiation in transmission electron microscopy are systematically investigated. It is
demonstrated that in contrast to the crystalline nanowires where only the beam-induced ablation of
atoms was observed, the amorphous nanowire herein can give rise to an arresting beam-induced
surface-extruded plastic flow of massive atoms and surface migration of atoms in addition to the beam-
induced ablation of atoms. Via the plastic flow and ablation, a new S-type deformed wire and the
thinnest amorphous nanowire are elaborately created locally at nanoscale precision with a highly
controllable manner depending on the beam current density, beam spot size, and beam position. The
existing knock-on mechanism and simulation seem inadequate to explain these processes. However, it is
indicated that a much higher nanocurved surface energy of nanowires and an enhanced beam-induced
soft mode and instability of atomic vibration control the processes.1. Introduction
Nanowires are a relatively new family of low dimensional
nanostructure (LDN) which hold many promising applications
in nanotechnology and nanodevices. The study of the nano-
instabilities and nanoengineering (or nanoprocessing) of
nanowires via electron beam (ebeam) irradiation becomes
imperative and crucial to these applications. Up till now, some
attempts have been made to cut, weld, and penetrate thin
crystalline metallic and semiconductor nanowires with the
electron beam in the electron microscope, where only the
ultrafast beam-induced ablation of atoms has been observed.1–5
In addition, Zhang et al.6 have reported the ebeam-assisted
tensile-pulling-induced elongation of amorphous silica nano-
wires, where the elongation mechanisms were complicated.
However, no report has been found on the nanoinstability or
nanoengineering of an amorphous nanowire as induced purely
by ebeam irradiation in an electron microscope. Our previous
research7–10 predicated that under the same irradiationunctional Nanomaterials and Physics
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hemistry 2014condition, both the beam-induced so mode (or so modulus)
and atomic vibration instability effect and the nanocurvature
effect of a non-equilibrium, amorphous, and non-linear nature
would be much more obvious in an amorphous LDN than in a
crystalline one. Thus, a rst, direct experimental demonstration
of our predicted somode and instability of atomic vibration as
induced under energetic beam irradiation in amorphous
materials is possible. Furthermore, the ebeam engineering of
an amorphous nanowire would not be further complicated
either by crystallization or by amorphization as an existent
amorphous structure normally keeps its amorphous state under
ebeam irradiation at room temperature.10 In these regards, an
amorphous nanowire should be a more ideal model structure
for the study of the nanoinstabilities and nanoengineering of
nanowires under ebeam irradiation.
With the above considerations, in this paper, we particularly
study the nanoinstabilities and nanoprocessing of amorphous
SiOx nanowires at room temperature as athermally activated by
a focused electron beam in an in situ transmission electron
microscope (TEM). We observed a series of novel nano-
instability phenomena such as plastic ow, elongation, and
necking as extruded by the self-compression of the nanocurved
surface of the nanowire at a relatively lower beam energy
deposition rate in addition to the typical near-surface atom
ablation as induced at a relatively higher beam energy deposi-
tion rate. With the above elaborate nanoprocessings, a new S-
type deformed nanowire and a thinnest amorphous nanowire
were created locally with a precision at the nanometer scale. The
study indeed shows for the rst time a direct experimental
evidence for our proposed so mode and instability of atomicNanoscale, 2014, 6, 1499–1507 | 1499
Fig. 1 (I) Consecutive TEM images (a–f) showing local structure
changes with the irradiation time (shown as figure at left bottom
corner of each frame) as induced by irradiation of a focused beam (of
60 nm in beam diameter with current density of 3.6  102 A cm2)
on a nanowire (of 45 nm in wire diameter), the red circle indicates
diameter of the beam and also the irradiated location. (II) Plot of
diameter of the thinnest wire at the center of the beam as shown in (I)
against the irradiation time. (III) Changes of length and volume of the
nanowire as shown in (I) with the irradiation time where the length and
the volume were specifically measured from the irradiated wire














































View Article Onlinevibration as induced by energetic beam irradiation in amor-
phous materials. The study has important implications for the
fabrication, processing, and stability of amorphized nanowire-
based devices and architectures. More importantly, the study
implies that the existing knock-on mechanism and molecular
dynamics simulations1–5,11 as normally based on the equilib-
rium, symmetry, periodicity, and linear nature of bulk crystal-
line structures, or its approximations, are inadequate to explain
the observed processes where the beam-induced so mode and
instability of atomic vibration, as well as a very probable
nanocurvature of nanowire dominate the processes.
2. Experimental
We studied systematically the structural change and evolution
of local segments on individual amorphous nanowires under
the irradiation of a focused ebeam in TEM, with a current
density much higher than that of a standard beam used for a
conventional TEM observation. For this propose, the well-
dened, straight amorphous SiOx nanowires (or a-SiOx nano-
wires) (all with the same diameter of about 45 nm) with smooth
surface were grown by our improved chemical vapor deposition
set-up, where x is determined to be 2.3.12 The amorphous SiOx
nanowire TEM specimens were prepared by brief agitation in an
ultrasonic bath and dispersion onto empty microscopy grids.
The nanowire TEM specimens were then irradiated at room
temperature with a eld emission electron beam at a 300 kV
accelerating voltage in a Tecnai F30 TEM and the structural
changes and evolutions of the nanowires were observed in situ.
The beam was kept perpendicular to the axes of the wires. It is
estimated that the penetration depth13 of such electrons
exceeded the TEM sample thickness (i.e. the wire diameter in
this case). For the TEM observation, the beam was periodically
spread to an intensity which is at least 102 times weaker than
that of the focused beam used during the irradiations. In doing
so, the irradiation effect can be minimized to a negligible
degree during the observation and at the same time the image
contrast can also be improved. The beam current density, or the
beam energy density in this case, with the electron accelerating
voltage xed at 300 kV scales as the inverse square of the beam
diameter as controlled by the second condenser lens. Note that
the beam energy deposition rate on the specimen as used in this
paper as a key parameter to account for the irradiation-induced
so mode and instability of atomic vibration is dened as the
beam energy deposited per volume of specimen per duration of
irradiation time. Therefore, the beam energy deposition rate in
a specic irradiation is dependent not only on the beam energy,
beam current density, and beam spot size, but also on the beam
position if the thickness of the specimen over different beam
spots is not uniform. Also, the irradiation was always focused on
segments of single wires protruding into the open space of the
holes in the carbon lm of the microscopy grid so that local
structure transformations or deformation of the wires are not
affected by any support within the holes. In the experiments, the
beam-induced changes of length and volume of the wire were
measured and calculated via a special method, as we developed.
That is, the length and the volume of the irradiated wire segment1500 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 1499–1507are respectively measured between the two red mark dots across
the wire axis as respectively shown in Fig. 1(I), 2(I) and 3(I) to
trace the changes of length and volume of each wire during the
irradiation. The two red dots are so marked that we can assure
that the wire beyond them does not subject to any irradiation.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Fig. 2 (I) Consecutive TEM images displaying local structure changes
with time as induced by irradiation of a focused beam (of 25 nm in
spot diameter with beam current of2.0 103 A cm2) on a nanowire
(of 45 nm in wire diameter), the red circle indicates diameter of the
beam and also the irradiated location. (II) Changes of length and
volume of the nanowire as shown in (I) with the irradiation time where
the length and the volume were specifically measured from the irra-
diated wire segment between the two red feature spots.
Fig. 3 (I) Consecutive TEM images displaying local structure changes
with time as induced first (a–f) by tangential irradiation of a focused
beam (of 25 nm in spot diameter with a higher current density of
2.0  103 A cm2) and then by central irradiation (f–i) of a focused
beam (of 100 nm in spot diameter with a lower current density of
1.3  102 A cm2) on a nanowire (of 45 nm in wire diameter), the
red circles indicates diameters of the beams and also the irradiated
locations. (II) Changes of length and volume of the nanowire as shown
in (I) with the irradiation time where the length and the volume were
specifically measured from the irradiated wire segment between the














































View Article OnlineThe length of the wire segment is measured as the length of the
axis line of the wire segment (which can be straight or curved).
The volume of the wire segment is approximately calculated as a
sum up of volumes of many smaller regular geometries such as
cylinders, circular truncated cones, etc., which further divide the
wire segment but become calculable when the calculation error
becomes comparable to the other measurement errors. The cor-
responding error bars for such measurements and calculations
are shown in Fig. 1(III), 2(II) and 3(II) also.
The beam irradiation may slightly increase the temperature
of the LDN TEM specimens under the irradiation parameters
used. However, the direct and precise measurement for such an
increase at the nanoscale has been rather difficult so far.
Theoretically, the beam heating may involve different inelastic
processes11 of the beam interaction with a LDN TEM specimen
on different time scales. The result can be particularly compli-
cated by beam parameters such as the beam energy deposition
rate, as well as the non-equilibrium thermodynamic properties
of the LDN TEM specimen. Thus, an accurate prediction or
simulation for such a beam heating becomes very difficult too.
Nevertheless, recent research showed that the heating of the
300 kV high-energy focused electron beam can be negligible inThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014LDNs4,14 due to their high ratio of surface to volume. Therefore,
in the following we can assume that, during the irradiations, the
beam heating, if any, would not be a controlling effect and the
structural changes of the nanowires are predominately induced
by an athermal activation effect of the ebeam.3. Results and discussion
3.1. Ebeam-induced plastic ow and ablation
We examined and compared three kinds of typical irradiations














































View Article Onlinebeam current density, beam spot size, and beam position across
the axis of the a-SiOx nanowire. Fig. 1 illustrates the result of a
typical irradiation with the beam centered on the axis of the
wire with a relatively low beam energy deposition rate where the
beam spot diameter is larger than the diameter of the nanowire.
As shown in Fig. 1(I), with a focused beam of 60 nm in diameter
and a beam current density of 3.6  102 A cm2, the local wire
segment within the irradiated area and nearby demonstrates a
rapid shrinkage in diameter. The shrinkage in diameter over the
irradiated wire segment is not uniform, where the shrinkage in
the center part of the beam with the highest intensity or energy
deposition rate is the fastest. Specically, at the center of the
beam, the wire diameter shrinks from 45 nm to about 8 nm
within 25 s as shown in Fig. 1(I)(a–e), eventually leading to a
breakage at 26 s (see Fig. 1(I)(f)). Also, such shrinkage seems to
be accelerated when the wire becomes thinner, especially aer
the minimum diameter at the center of the beam shrinks to
about 10 nm (see Fig. 1(II)). Herein, we call such a non-uniform
shrinkage, necking. Also, accompanied with the necking, a fast
elongation of the irradiated wire segment and an S-type defor-
mation in the wire axis direction are also occurring within the
irradiated segment and nearby as shown in Fig. 1(I). Intrigu-
ingly, as shown in Fig. 1(III), throughout the necking, there is
almost no loss of volume of the wire segment observed in spite
of an elongation of the wire segment from165 nm to240 nm
within only 25 s between the two red feature spots. To our best
knowledge, this phenomenon has never been observed in
crystalline nanowires. Therefore, it is a novel irradiation-
induced processing without a beam-induced ablation which
may be unique to an amorphous nanowire. In the processing,
the S-type deformation is believed to be caused when the quick
elongation extending to the two ends of the wire was somewhat
hindered by the two supporting edges of the carbon lm holes.
Importantly, we observed that even aer the above accelerating
necking with the fast elongation and the S-type deformation
processed for a time, it will stop immediately once the irradia-
tion is suspended. This means that the process is predomi-
nately driven by an ultrafast (instant) irradiation-induced
athermal activation, but not by a slow (retarded) beam heating-
induced thermal activation. This feature is common to all the
other ebeam effects as observed in the following experiments
and also to many other ultrafast energetic beam irradiation
effects as observed in a LDN.8,15,16 A similar irradiation on
different wire segments was repeated several times. We
observed that the features of the structure changes were
essentially the same as shown in Fig. 1 and a similar necking
with elongation and S-type deformation always appeared as
long as the wire was irradiated at a relatively low beam energy
deposition rate where the beam spot diameter is larger than the
diameter of the nanowire. Clearly, such an accelerating necking
with the fast elongation and S-type deformation is attributed to
a novel, athermally activated, collective migration or plastic ow
of massive atoms rather than a loss of atoms as predicted by the
existing knock-on mechanism.1–5,11,17,18 A novel surface self-
contraction of the local wire segment must extrude the atoms to
induce such a plastic ow. Thus, there must be two forces which
are intrinsic to the amorphous nanowire under the irradiation1502 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 1499–1507to drive the athermal plastic ow of massive atoms: (1) the
extremely high surface energy of the nanowire gives rise to a
strong, thermodynamic tendency for the wire to self contract
and (2) the e-beam irradiation athermally soens the wire and
kinetically activates the contraction and the plastic ow. This
principle is actually applicable as well to the following other
athermal, fast atommigrations driven by nanocurved surface of
the thinning nanowire under the beam irradiation in this paper
and will be specically addressed in the discussion later on.
Fig. 2 shows the results of another typical irradiation
centered at the wire axis position, but this time with a relatively
high beam energy deposition rate, where the beam spot diam-
eter is smaller than the diameter of the nanowire. As shown in
Fig. 2, with a focused beam of about 25 nm in diameter and a
beam current density of 2.0  103 A cm2, the beam energy
deposition rate is almost 5–6 times higher than that in Fig. 1.
Compared with the wire in Fig. 1(I), the wire in Fig. 2(I) presents
only a slower necking within a shorter segment localized
around the beam spot where the S-type deformation is elimi-
nated and thus, the wire can essentially keep straight. In
contrast to Fig. 1(III), plotting the change of volume and length
of the locally irradiated wire segment as marked by the two red
feature spots demonstrates a net loss of wire volume of 3.2 
104 nm3 caused within the 40 s irradiation but no detectable
wire elongation (see Fig. 2(II)). The results indicate that during
the irradiation with the much increased beam energy deposi-
tion rate and the decreased size of beam spot, the athermally
activated plastic ow (i.e. migration) of massive atoms, as
induced by the surface self-contraction as discussed in Fig. 1 is
greatly suppressed, but an athermal “sublimation” or ablation
of surface atoms (i.e. loss of atoms) is enabled with an ablation
rate of 8  102 nm3 s1. The process probably still involves
some plastic ow of atoms. Indeed, the fact that there is no
detectable penetrating or cutting effect within the irradiated
spot in Fig. 2(I) indicates that such a loss of atoms within the
irradiated spot may be timely relled by atom ow immigrated
from surface region surrounding the irradiated spot. If so, the
surface atoms must be highly adjustable so that the irradiated
wire segment is able to keep its circle periphery shape during
the necking under driving of the high surface energy of the wire.
Likewise, the central irradiation, similar to in Fig. 2, was also
performed several times on different wire segments. The cor-
responding observations show that the irradiation effect,
similar to Fig. 2, are repeatable as well as long, as the wire was
irradiated at a relatively high beam energy deposition rate
where the beam spot diameter is smaller than the diameter of
the nanowire.
Fig. 1 and 2 clearly show that the ebeam-induced plastic ow
and surface atoms migration along with surface contraction
prevails in an amorphous nanowire. However, such a plastic
ow and surface atoms migration make a beam penetrating or
cutting or thinning down effect via atom ablation rather diffi-
cult to take place in an amorphous nanowire. So far, there has
been no report on any such athermally activated plastic ow
and surface atoms migration along with surface contraction as
shown in Fig. 1 and 2 in a crystalline nanowire under ebeam














































View Article Onlinerate.2 We found only the reports on a well-dened ebeam
penetrating effect1–4 in crystalline nanowires and a thinning
down effect5 via atom ablation in a very thin gold nanowire, but
under an irradiation at much higher beam energy deposition
rates (the beam being much focused), all without any detectable
ebeam-induced plastic ow, surface atoms migration, or
necking.
In order to attain a cutting effect with instant ablation of the
atoms on the amorphous nanowire, we used the same beam in
Fig. 2 to conduct another irradiation. Wemoved the beam out of
the wire axis position to focus on the edge of the nanowire,
where thinner, or less material is irradiated. During the irradi-
ation, we continuously moved the beam forward to the wire axis
position, so that the beam remained in contact with the
shrinking edge of the wire and the irradiated volume of material
is minimized. Similar to that reported in ref. 19, we called this a
tangential irradiation. The beam position and the irradiation
results are illustrated in Fig. 3(I). In doing so, the beam energy
deposition rate can be much enhanced on the edge. Indeed,
such an irradiation can give rise to a rather instant, localized
cutting with a pure loss of atoms preferentially from the irra-
diated side with a precision at the nanometer scale where the
chance for the surrounding atoms to rell in the irradiated area
via migration or plastic ow can be reduced, as shown in
Fig. 3(I)(a–e). We also observed that the other side of the wire,
away from the beam spot, shows a slow necking as well, again
indicative of a strong migration or the adjustment ability of
atoms all the around the wire segment in reconstructing to its
round periphery driven by the extremely high surface tension.
In contrast to Fig. 2(II), plotting the change of volume in
Fig. 3(III) demonstrates a quicker loss of wire volume of 7.8 
104 nm3 within the 50 s tangential irradiation (ablation rate:
15.6  102 nm3 s1). To prevent the increasingly thinner
nanowire from breaking quickly and to seize more detailed
structural changes and evolution, aer 50 s irradiation, we
suspended the tangential irradiation, spread the beam spot
diameter to about 100 nm, and then re-centered the spread
beam to the wire axis position (the spread beam spot indicated
by the red circle in Fig. 3(I)(f)). With the subsequent central
irradiation of the spread beam, the shrinkage of the diameter of
thicker wire is delayed and the further necking thus becomes
much conned to an even shorter segment of the thinnest wire
within the beam center, as shown in Fig. 3(I)(f–h). Aer 110 s
irradiation in total, a wire of about 1 nm in diameter is created
at the most necked location as shown in Fig. 3(I)(h). To our best
knowledge, this is the thinnest amorphous wire we can nd, so
far. The thinning down of the wire in Fig. 3(I)(f–h) still seems to
be dominated by the loss or ablation of atoms, not by plastic
ow even under the irradiation with a much reduced beam
current density (at 1.3  102 A cm2) which is also lower than
that (at 3.6  102 A cm2) in Fig. 1. Plotting the change of
volume in Fig. 3(III) demonstrates a slow loss of wire segment
volume of 1.2  104 nm3 within the subsequent 60 s irradia-
tion of the spread beam (ablation rate: 2  102 nm3 s1). This
may be due to the higher nanocurvature of the thinnest wire
segment which makes the wire surface atoms much more
unstable. The whole process, as shown in Fig. 3(I),This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014demonstrates a remarkable shrinkage in the diameter of the
amorphous SiOx nanowire, from approximately 45 nm to 1 nm,
in a duration of less than 2min. Likewise, the nanowire remains
straight with no detectable wire elongation all the time during
the irradiation, until the eventual breakage at 115 s (see Fig. 3(I)
and the change of wire length in Fig. 3(II)). It demonstrates that
even though with an amorphous nanowire where a beam
penetrating or cutting is difficult to realize due to its strong
tendency for migration and plastic ow of atoms, we are still
able to tailor a highly localized nanostructure to a desired
geometric shape and size, with nanometer precision for future
nanodevice fabrication, as long as appropriate beam parame-
ters and/or beam processing scenarios are employed.
The above beam-induced fast necking of the nanowire with
the plastic ow of massive atoms, elongation, and surface atom
adjustment or migration at room temperature is hardly expec-
ted in bulk materials. The big difference between the behavior
of an amorphous nanowire and that of a crystalline nanowire is
hardly explained according to our current understanding. The
experiments clearly indicate that both a surprisingly high
surface energy of the amorphous nanowire at the nanoscale and
an intriguing beam induced-athermal activation must have
played crucial roles in all the structural changes and evolutions,
which challenges the current understanding.
As a matter of fact, similar ebeam irradiation effects have
been extensively investigated on carbon nanotubes,16,18,20 in
addition to a few recent studies on crystalline nanowires1–4.
Even with these studies, however, the fundamentals of nano-
science underlying the structural changes and nanoprocessing
in a one dimensional nanostructure, especially in an amor-
phous nanowire, such as energetic beam-induced athermal
activation effect and high surface energy effect are not yet
explored. We normally have to resort to traditional science
concepts, such as a knock-on mechanism, to explain and
predict energetic electron beam-induced nanostructuring
phenomena, oen with some classical molecular dynamics
simulations, normally based on the equilibrium, symmetry,
periodicity, and linear nature of a crystalline structure or its
approximations. For the nanosize effect, we normally simply
ascribe it to the larger contribution of the surface atoms.
However, the knock-on mechanism with the simulations and
the current nanosize effect concept can neither differentiate the
highly localized, high surface energy effect in LNDs, or explain
the ebeam-induced athermal activation effect. This is especially
true when we explain the effects herein associated with the fast
necking, plastic ow, elongation, and surface atom adjustment
or relling at room temperature when size of the nanowire
approaches the atomic distance and the beam energy deposi-
tion rate is very fast.
According to our understanding, based on our previous
research on the energetic beam irradiation-induced instability
of a nanotube,21 nanocavity8 and nanoparticle,8 the intrinsic
structure instability of a LDN and the energetic beam-induced
athermal activation can be universally accounted for by the new
concepts of negative and positive nanocurvatures7,8,10,21 (we still
refer it to as a nanosize effect in a broad sense) and universal














































View Article Onlineinstability8,10,21,22 (we called it a nanotime effect, in contrast to
the nanosize effect8,22), respectively.3.2. Nanocurvature effect
For the nanocurvature effect on a nanowire (including a crys-
talline or amorphous nanowire), we can suppose that, similar to
the nanoparticle case,7,8 when the diameter of a nanowire
approaches the atomic bond length, that a positive nano-
curvature (see Fig. 4(a)) on the wire surface will become
appreciable. The positive nanocurvature and the low dimension
(nanosize) of the wire would cause a strong deviation of atoms
from their equilibrium state, with a non-linear and amorphous
nature which cannot be adequately described by the existing
theories or simulations, as based on the equilibrium, symmetry,
periodicity, and linear nature of bulk materials or its approxi-
mations. More specically, in addition to the common effect of
the low dimension, the positive surface nanocurvature of a
nanowire would cause a substantial distortion or change to the
electron cloud or bonding structure of the near-surface atoms
on the nanowire, where an additional tensile stress would build-
up and dramatically increase the surface energy. The dramati-
cally increased surface energy can thus cause a tendency for a
nanowire to contract or shrink. It has been observed that the
‘Debye temperature’ or melting point23 of the LDN is lower than
these of the bulk material24 because of the positive surface
nanocurvature and the low dimension of the LDN. It can be
asserted that the similar tendency would also occur in a nano-
wire. Consequently, it can be further inferred that with the near-
surface tensile stress, the thermal vibration frequencies of near
surface atoms in a nanowire would decrease and thus the
‘Debye temperature’ or melting point of the nanowire expects to
be signicantly lowered also. This lowered melting point, as
driven by the nanocurvature and the nanosize, can expect to
further facilitate the beam-induced so mode and instability ofFig. 4 Schematic illustrations of (a) surface atomic arrangement of a
nanowire where when a wire radius r becomes comparable to atomic
distance or dangling-bond length d (i.e. r / d) where a positive
curvature of a nanowire surface characterized by an angle q will
become appreciable and (b) possible atom re-migrations on sidewalls
of a necked nanowire segment (here we take one as shown in
Fig. 1(I)(c) as an example illustration) as induced from positive curva-
tures to negative ones (as shown by arrowswith longer dashed lines) or
zero curvatures to negative ones (as shown by arrows with shorter
dashed lines) on sidewall of a necking segment along wire axis
direction during irradiation in Fig. 1(I)(c).
1504 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 1499–1507the atomic vibration, which will be discussed in the later section
and thus further enhances the tendency for a nanowire to
contract or shrink. It has also been experimentally demon-
strated that such a nanocurvature effect is much more obvious
in a zero dimensional LDN (nanoparticle or nanocavity) in an
amorphous state than in a crystalline one.7,8,10 This has been
attributed10 either to the small crystalline faceted surface
atomic edges on a crystalline LDN surface, which may reduce
the additional tensile stress, or the surface energy as induced by
the nanocurvature, or to the higher chemical potential of
defects in a crystalline LDN, which would cause a reduced
lowering in the “Debye temperature” or melting point. Thus, we
can further assert that such a nanocurvature effect could also be
much more obvious in an amorphous nanowire than in a
crystalline nanowire, which can drive the atoms on an amor-
phous nanowire to ow, migrate, or “vapor”, as observed herein
in Fig. 1–3.
From the positive nanocurvature effect on a nanowire as
shown in Fig. 4(a), it is expected that a nanowire with smaller
diameter has a larger positive nanocurvature or a higher surface
energy to drive the atom instability. Indeed, this tendency
seems demonstrated in Fig. 1(g) where the accelerated
shrinkage of the nanowire is observed when the wire gets
thinner and also in Fig. 1–3 where the thinner wire segments
shrink faster than the thicker wire segments. However, it should
be noted that at this stage the accelerated diameter shrinkage
kinetics as shown in Fig. 1(g) are still hard to be quantitatively
correlated to the modeling of the nanocurvature effect, as
illustrated in Fig. 4(a)). This is because there is a possible
relling of the atom ow into the necked segment, as induced
by another nanocurvature prole of the sidewall of the necked
segment along the wire axis direction, as shown in Fig. 4(b)
which could complicate (or delay) the kinetics of the accelerated
diameter shrinkage of the necked segment. Actually, such a
tendency always exists once a wire gets necked and thus it
should be taken into account as well when we accurately analyze
the diameter shrinkage kinetics of the other necked wire
segments during the irradiation, as shown in Fig. 2 and 3. We
expect to be able to track accurately such kinetics of the accel-
erated diameter shrinkage to correlate our modeling of the
nanocurvature effect via a uniform irradiation with a beam spot
size large enough over a whole nanowire. Such a nanowire must
be straight and uniform in diameter all the way in the axis
direction with a surface smooth enough to avoid the effect of
any non-uniformity of the nanocurvature prole of the sidewall
of the wire. Moreover, such a nanowire must be thin enough
from the very beginning to ensure a shrinkage to a few nano-
meters in diameter within a feasible irradiation duration,
during which the beam current can be kept high enough
without any uctuation. Actually, at this stage, it is still very
difficult to obtain such a beam or such a nanowire. Despite
these difficulties, early in 2006 along with the present work, we
were able to establish well-dened, novel irradiation effects
(including well-dened, novel beam-induced “diffusion” and
nanowelding effect) on nanowires and nanotubes with their
non-uniform nanocurvatures over their surface (including well-
demonstrated positive and negative nanocurvatures (X. F. ZhuThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Fig. 5 Schematic diagrams of irradiation-induced individual atomic or
“lattice” vibration instability and soft mode, which, if accumulated to a
statistic effect, becomes fundamental source for the athermal acti-














































View Article Onlineet al., manuscripts in preparation). The extensive and system-
atic experiments all further conrmed the nanocurvature effect
on a one dimensional nanostructure as well as the beam-
induced so mode and instability of the atomic vibration as we
proposed in this article and in ref. 8. These results cannot be
included in this article due to the limited number of pages and
will be published in separate papers.
Similar to the case of the extremely small nanocavity or
nanoparticle,7–9 here, again we should mention that the above
additional tensile stress as induced by the nanocurvature to
drive the nanowire instability (nanocurvature or nanosize
effect), may be operative only within a certain size range. That
is, the above additional tensile stress as induced by nano-
curvature to drive nanowire instability would vanish and the
wire is expected to become relatively stable once the wire
diameter shrinks nearly to a sum of the diameters of a few (3 to
1, for example) single atoms. Indeed, the experimental obser-
vation14 that a suspended chain of gold atoms is remarkably
stable have already supported such an assumption.3.3. Athermally induced so mode or atomic vibration
instability
The above high surface energy and lowered melting point of the
nanowire as caused by the positive nanocurvature with the low
dimension could only be the rst pre-condition to drive the
instability of the nanowire. Our in situ observations in the
present work demonstrate that, even aer the structural
changes and evolutions of the wires started, they will stop
immediately once the irradiation is suspended. This means that
the nanowire can change and evolve further only during irra-
diation. Therefore, as analyzed previously, the second pre-
condition for the athermal activation of the instability of the
nanowire is continuous irradiation. Combining these pre-
conditions, we can infer here that although the positive nano-
curvature with the low dimension can suppress the energy
barrier for the atoms to migrate or escape, further assistance
from excitation, such as via energetic beam irradiation is still
needed to realize, nally, the ultrafast mass transportation. This
athermal activation effect has been well demonstrated in many
other structural changes, as induced not only by an ebeam9,16
but also by ion beam25,26 and laser beam27 and can be universally
accounted for by a novel concept of the energetic beam-induced
somode or atomic vibration instability8,10,21,22 as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 5 (ref. 22) (the detailed description can be
found in ref. 8, 10, 21 and 22). Fig. 5 proposes that the universal
energetic beam-induced somode and instability of the atomic
vibration would occur when the beam energy deposition rate
becomes so fast (i.e. energy deposition rate, |DE/Dt| [ 0, Dt is
the duration of the energy deposition such as the pulse length
of laser, for example) that it can be comparable to the
frequencies (u) of the thermal vibrations of the atoms
(including phonons in a crystalline structure) in condensed
matter. In this ultrafast (non-equilibrium) process, the atoms
(or phonons in a crystal) would not have enough time to convert
the deposited beam energy to their thermal vibration energy via
most of the inelastic interaction processes of beam with matter,This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014as predicted in existing concepts.11 Thus, the conventional
transfer of energy from beam to irradiated materials could be
defeated during the ultrafast process and the mode of atom
thermal vibrations (or phonons) would become very so or the
atom (or lattice) vibrations would lose stability, which can
suppress further the energy barrier and nally make the struc-
tural transitions or atom escape kinetically possible.
When the beam energy deposition rate is relatively low, the
so mode and instability of atomic vibration would lower the
energy barrier between atoms for their diffusion and induce a
high mobility of the atoms and thus the massive plastic ow,
migration, or diffusion of the atoms would predominate.
However, when the beam energy deposition rate becomes even
faster, the so mode and instability of the atomic vibration
would further lower the energy barrier between the atoms for
their diffusion and weaken the bonding of atoms, so that the
atoms can escape from the surface and thus, irradiation-
induced non-equilibrium “evaporation”, “sublimation” or
ablation would occur. In the extreme cases, where tiny nano-
holes are accurately drilled or even a single atom is ablated with
a highly focused beam and an unusually high beam energy
deposition rate, the instantly ablated atoms would carry away
most of the deposited beam energy and energy ow to the
materials surrounding the beam spot could be largely elimi-
nated. Thus, the conventional transfer of energy from beam
both to the irradiated materials and to the surrounding mate-
rials could be defeated during an ultrafast process. The
tendency has been well evidenced by the nanowire structural
changes, as shown in Fig. 1–3, when the beam energy deposi-
tion rate was gradually increased. However, in contrast to the
amorphous nanowire, it has been observed that no detectable
ebeam-induced plastic ow or surface atom migration or
necking, but only the beam penetrating, cutting, and thinning
with pure loss of atoms took place so far in the crystalline
metallic and semiconductor nanowires.1–4 Such observations
suggest that the above atom migration mechanism may be
suppressed and thus, only an ultrafast atom ablation mecha-
nism can occur in a crystalline structure. This clearly demon-
strates that whether the atom migration mechanism or the
atom ablation mechanism can occur is also dependent on the
bonding type and atomic arrangement. In general, the fact that














































View Article Onlineto occur in an amorphous structure than in a crystalline struc-
ture indicates that the so mode and instability of the atomic
vibration more readily occur in an amorphous structure than in
a crystalline structure. The physical origin may be ascribed to
the much lowered chemical potential of “defects” or the higher
surface energy in an amorphous structure compared with these
in a crystalline one.8,10 The much lowered chemical potential of
“defects” could lower the melting point and modulus of an
amorphous structure, where any mechanical deformation can
be easily accommodated by highly concentrated “defects” (such
as dangling bonds or vacancy-like defects). Also, the higher
surface energy could cause a stronger tendency for an amor-
phous nanowire to contract and ow. This tendency is sche-
matically illustrated in Fig. 6. In this regard, we can further
explain why the beam-induced atommigration or plastic ow or
ablation of atoms can occur much more easily near the surface
atoms of the LDN (including the amorphous nanowire as
observed in this article) as affected by the positive nano-
curvature, as analyzed previously. Thus, we show herein for the
rst time such a relationship between the nanocurvature
(nanosize effect) and the somode and instability of the atomic
vibration (nanotime effect).4. Conclusions
In summary, the novel nanoinstabilities and nanoengineering
of a SiOx amorphous nanowire, as induced by electron beam
irradiation, were revealed. In contrast to the crystalline nano-
wires, where only an ebeam-induced ablation of atoms were
observed at extremely high beam energy deposition rate, the
amorphous SiOx nanowire can demonstrate a novel ebeam
irradiation-induced plastic ow of massive atoms and surface
migration of atoms, in addition to the ablation of atoms at a
higher beam energy deposition. Such an ebeam irradiation-
induced plastic ow of massive atoms and surface migration of
atoms prevails in the amorphous SiOx nanowire even if being
irradiated at room temperature and at a low beam energy
deposition rate. Such an ebeam irradiation-induced plastic ow
of massive atoms and surface migration of atoms cannot be
adequately accounted by the existing knock-on mechanism and
molecular dynamics simulations. The novel plastic ow ofFig. 6 Schematic illustrations showing that the soft mode and insta-
bility of atomic vibration is more pronounced in an amorphous
structure than in a crystalline structure: (a) soft mode and instability of
atomic vibration in a crystalline structure; (b) atomic vibration insta-
bility in an amorphous structure.
1506 | Nanoscale, 2014, 6, 1499–1507massive atoms and surface migration of atoms indicates a rst,
direct experimental evidence for our predicted athermal so
mode and instability of atomic vibration as induced under
ebeam irradiation in condensed matter. This phenomenon also
implies a surprisingly higher surface energy in the amorphous
nanowire due to its nanocurvature. The ease in ow or migra-
tion of atom in the amorphous SiOx nanowire could be attrib-
uted to a lower chemical potential of “defects” or a higher (but
very variable or non-equilibrium) concentration of “defects” in
an amorphous nanowire than in a crystalline one. The
surprisingly higher surface energy in the amorphous nanowire
is probably from a complicated interplay between the geometric
and electronic dangling bond structure, restricted by a nano-
sized, positive curvature in the surface of the nanowire, which
loses the feature of the small faceted atomic structure as
observed on a crystalline LDN surface. Although this is drawn
from a specic case: an ebeam irradiation in an amorphous
SiOx nanowire, we believe that the general principles are prob-
ably common to other LDN systems, as well as to other energetic
beam irradiation processes where the energy deposition rate is
extremely high (such as ion beam, laser beam etc.) with respect
to the frequencies of the thermal vibration of the atoms in
condensed matter.
The study has important implications for the processing or
stability of future nanowire-based structures or devices. More
importantly, the study further implies that the nanocurvature
effect and the beam-induced so mode effect, which have been
normally neglected or adequately accounted in the current
literature, may be able to universally explain the LDN nano-
instability and nanoprocessing phenomena. Thus, the new
concepts could offer a mechanism different from the knock-on
mechanism normally used in the literature for energetic beam
irradiation and thus may well reveal the fundamentals of
the nanoinstability and nanoprocessing of LDN of non-
equilibrium, amorphous, and non-linear nature.
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